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Abstract. Nowadays, we can use immersive interaction and display
technologies in collaborative analytical reasoning and decision making
scenarios. In order to support heterogeneous professional communities of
practice in their digital transformation, it is necessary not only to provide the technologies but to understand the work practices under transformations as well as the security, privacy and other concerns of the
communities. Our approach is a comprehensive and evolutionary sociotechnological learning analytics and design process leading to a ﬂexible
infrastructure where professional communities can co-create their wearable enhanced learning solution. In the core, we present a multi-sensory
fusion recorder and player that allows the recordings of multi-actor activity sequences by human activity recognition and the computational support of immersive learning analytics to support training scenarios. Our
approach enables cross-domain collaboration by fusing, aggregating and
visualizing sensor data coming from wearables and modern production
systems. The software is open source and based on the outcomes of several national and international funded projects.
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Introduction

Learning analytics [1] has become a central discipline for planning, monitoring
and evaluating interventions in learning processes. One of the goals of learning analytics is the use of big data for this purpose. The ﬁeld has developed
quite fast and applications of learning analytics cover both formal learning processes on diﬀerent levels (micro, meso, macro) and informal learning processes.
With respect to that, foci of analysis are learning processes on the cognitive
level, e.g. learning languages and sciences. While we agree with this, we would
like to suggest adding learning analytics for learning processes including manual
activities quite common in assembly, production and picking workplaces to the
tool set. We see here a turn from the mind to the body and with that an integration of declarative and procedural knowledge [2]. In organizational learning
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theories, Nonaka and Takeuchi made the ﬁrst distinction between declarative
and procedural knowledge [3]. In their motivating examples they came up with
examples from bakers kneading bread for the design of a kneading automaton.
The designers learned only by observing and practicing techniques from real
bakers how to do it despite their engineering and design knowledge. We know
from research on language acquisition that declarative and procedural knowledge
are dependent on each other. In [4] we already wrote that learning analytics in
informal learning has a social dimension. Instead of formal learning where we
mostly learn from teachers, informal learning is often learning from observations of practice performed by an expert and learning with peers while sharing
a practice. Communities of Practice (CoP) [5] are groups of people who interact
frequently to learn from each other. CoP has been applied widely as a social
learning theory, yet its relationship to learning analytics is not well understood
yet. We think, that we need to incorporate practice theories and their methodologies. But we need to transform research practices as well, as work is digitally
transformed.
Nowadays empirical research on practice theories at workplaces is carried
out using ethnography, sometimes supported by multimedia recordings. Digital
ethnography is an emerging ﬁeld of research where in particular data gathering methods are supported by digital tools. We propose a digital ethnography
with ﬁne-grained descriptions of workplaces and activities, and recordings using
sensor technologies. With that we can store and analyze recorded observations,
share best practices and use them for training. We also propose a shift from
researcher-centered data gathering methods to community-centered data gathering methods. We want to come up with a little example for data gathering in
runners’ communities. Wearables are becoming more social in many application
domains. While their major purpose is to interact with the person wearing the
device, it is commonly very attractive to users to share the data recorded by
the device with a speciﬁed community. Despite common privacy concerns in the
beginning and now, data sharing is quite frequently happening in communities.
An example usage of shared data is keeping the long term motivation for doing
sports. The company Fitbit for example is oﬀering to share ﬁtness data like step
count with friends from its activity trackers of the same name. When we provide
such information when running the feedback would be more immersive. But how
to provide the motivating feedback and leave out the frustrating one?
In this little example, we can identify major challenges for immersive community learning analytics. Learning analytics is the use of big data for the
planning and intervention of learning processes. Community learning analytics is using learning related data under the control of communities of practice
[5] with respect to their learning processes in open environments like the Web.
A major challenge is the privacy and security of shared data. While in many
domains, users share their data voluntarily, the aﬀordances of privacy and data
security are magnitudes of order higher in domains like learning. It will not be
possible to store sensitive data on repositories of companies, which cannot give
guarantees for data security and protection. Privacy issues must be considered.
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Fig. 1. Immersive community analytics scenario

Another challenge is the technological openness of the approach. In the example, data can only be shared using the same hardware and software setup, while
in learning analytics, data of diﬀerent devices with heterogeneous data formats
should be shared in a common repository under the full control of the community sharing the data and not under the control of a company. A third challenge
is that the data are visualized via Web applications and not using the wearables. So, the user cannot access the data during the learning processes but only
afterwards and in a non-immersive way. Moreover, the users get a visual or nonvisual presentation of the data and the analytics, which is basically generated
by somebody.
Our approach is to give the community complete control over continuous
visual learning analytics in an immersive way. We see the following possible
contributions.
– Communities shall be able to collaboratively edit learning analytics processes.
– Communities shall be able to analyze and collaboratively visualize learning
traces.
– Communities shall be able to use learning analytics in an immersive manner.
– Communities shall be able to store and retrieve their own learning traces
under their own control.
– Communities shall be able to protect their data.
For covering the stated requirements, we combine our existing community analytics platform SWEVA with an immersive analytics concept based on augmented
reality head mounted displays. Not only the learning process is collaborative but
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also the analytics process. An overview of the community learning analytics with
wearables is given in Fig. 1. On the left, we see an industrial workplace equipped
with sensors that are constantly measuring human movements, air temperature
and other environmental factors. The human worker is wearing a number of body
sensors, including a gesture-recognition device, a mobile phone in the pockets,
and an augmented reality headset. Both workplace settings and necessary activities are formalized in a standardized description language. Together with the
sensor data, the latter are fed into a human activity recognition machine learning
algorithm. The classiﬁed output, i.e. what activity is carried out and connected
qualities, are fed into a visual analytics Web cockpit. Its precise deﬁnition of how
to process and visualize data are deﬁned in a community-aware, collaborative
manner. With regard to communities, there are further aspects visible, e.g. data
sharing, privacy, and legislative challenges. Finally, the results are fed back to
the worker in the form of immersive analytics into the augmented reality headset
or other actuators at the workplace.
In this introduction we addressed our approach to collaborative immersive
community analytics for wearable enhanced learning. In the next section, we will
provide more background information and a state of the art. Major components
of the approach are described in Sects. 3 and 4, respectively.

2

Background

In this section we discuss related work and introduce important technical concepts used in our implementation.
2.1

Related Work

Visual Analytics [6] is an emerging, interdisciplinary ﬁeld of research. It “combines automatic analysis techniques with interactive visualizations for an eﬀective understanding, reasoning and decision making on the basis of very large
and complex data”. Immersive Analytics is deﬁned as “the use of engaging analysis tools to support data understanding and decision making.” [7], we see it
as a sub-discipline of visual analytics. What distinguishes immersive analytics
from visual analytics are data physicalization, situated analytics, embodied data
exploration, spatial immersion, and multi-sensory presentation. Billinghurst et
al. [8] deﬁne collaborative immersive analytics as: “The shared use of immersive interaction and display technologies by more than one person for supporting
collaborative analytical reasoning and decision making.” In communities of practice [5], collaboration and mutual engagement are key features and CoPs are
deﬁned as “groups of people who share a common concern or passion for something they do and who interact regularly to learn how to do it better ”. Practice
theories [9–14] are not often connected to visual analytics since they are not yet
using available digital media and tools to a full extent. However, in an organizational context, the value of practice has been considered e.g. by addressing tacit
knowledge through ethnographic observations [3,15].
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Technical Background

In particular in augmented reality assisted training, immersive analytics plays an
important role in understanding the learning process, in providing meaningful
feedback and in engaging the learner. Several approaches and prototypes have
been presented and surveyed [16–22], like assembling personal computers [17],
learning culturalism [18], learning history [19], learning science [21]. However,
only few studies are related to learning at the workplace [17]. The European
H2020 research project WEKIT (Wearable Experience for Knowledge
Intensive Training) [23] came up with both a content authoring tool (recorder)
and a training tool (player) for the Microsoft HoloLens and the Mixed Reality Toolkit. The recorder records multi-sensory input from a body-worn vest
with a couple of body sensors (heart beat, temperature) and the HoloLens.
The player is able to reproduce the stored training content by augmenting
the HoloLens view. The software has been tested and evaluated within three
main scenarios: aircraft maintenance for the support of inspections, decision
making and safety, healthcare for the usage of complex ultrasound diagnostics machines and astronaut training for orbital and planetary missions. The
retrieval of training scenarios is based on their description in an emerging international standard called ARLEM (Augmented Reality Learning Experience Model) [24] supported by the IEEE. ARLEM describes the interactions between the physical world, the virtual world and the learners. At the
core of ARLEM is an activity modeling language (activityML) to describe
activities of agents (human or non-human), a workplace modeling language
(workplaceML) to describe the physical environment and the learning context.
Concrete activities can be identiﬁed by an advanced multi-sensor fusion framework. In Listing 1.1 we can see a piece of XML for the description of an ARLEM
activity.
Human Activity Recognition (HAR) tries to recognize activities of
humans with the help of many sensors, using a dedicated machine learning approach. Human activities can be deﬁned as sequences of human and object movements in a given context. The HAR task is to recognize these sequences. HAR
is an active research area with many challenges coming from changing environments and light conditions (e.g. shadows), (multiple) movements of objects, sensor signal quality issues [25]. Non-visual sensors and body-worn sensors [26–28]
improve the quality of HAR by improving the overall accuracy of tracking and
classiﬁcation tasks, but only with the help of sensor fusion approaches. The process of combining the information from diﬀerent homogeneous or heterogenous
sensors to provide a better description of the environment is called multi-sensor
data fusion [29]. For the realization of multi-sensor data fusion, we need to process data on diﬀerent levels (sensory, fusion, processing) as presented in Fig. 2.
The sensor model has competitive, cooperative, and complimentary strategies,
the fusion level has data, feature and decision levels and the processing level has
centralized decentralized and hybrid strategies. Diﬀerent combinations lead to
diﬀerent strategies (e.g. cooperative, decision and centralized). Machine learning
techniques support the realization of such strategies.
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Listing 1.1. Example of ARLEM activityML
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <activity id="operation"
name="Operation of Ultrasonic Device" language="English"
workplace="http://this.is.me/my-workplace.xml" start="start">
<action id="start" viewport="actions" type="action">
<enter removeSelf="false">
<activate id="board1" type="tangible" predicate="point"
poi="leftside" option="down" />
<activate id="board1" type="tangible" predicate="label"
poi="default" option="touch me!" />
</enter>
<exit>
<deactivate id="board1" type="tangible" predicate="point" poi="leftside" />
<deactivate id="board1" type="tangible" predicate="label" poi="default" />
<activate type="action" viewport="actions" id="step2" />
<deactivate type="action" viewport="actions" id="start" />
</exit>
<triggers>
<trigger mode="click" type="action" viewport="actions" id="start" />
</triggers>
<instruction>
<title>Operation of Ultrasonic Device</title>
<description>
<![CDATA[
<p>Point to the device to start ... </p>
]]>
</description>
</instruction>
</action>
<action id="step2" viewport="actions" type="action">
<enter />
<exit removeSelf="true" />
<triggers>
<trigger mode="click" type="action" viewport="actions" id="step1" />
</triggers>
<instruction>
<title>Welcome to step 2</title>
<description><![CDATA[<p>Do this and that.</p>]]></description>
</instruction>
</action>
</activity>

HAR as human-object interaction is only one aspect of collaboration in wearable enhanced learning. Human-human and human-robot collaboration are scenarios with are getting more and more attention in workplace learning scenarios.
Humans can collaborate with each other at the workplace, e.g. for the assembly
of heavy parts or the manufacturing of complicated parts, e.g. ﬁber-reinforced
composites in lightweight construction. Therefore, current HAR approaches need
to be extended for human-human collaboration as well as for human-robot collaboration. Identiﬁed human activities can be written as Experience API (xAPI)
statements, a software speciﬁcation for exchanging learning data. This would fulﬁll three purposes. First, we can add xAPI based analytics tools from the shelf,
we can share xAPI data with other researchers and practioners, even beyond
the users of the ARLEM standard and we can make use of standard learning
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Fig. 2. Characteristics of multisensor data fusion

record stores like Learning Locker1 . All three tasks of storing, measuring and
analyzing contribute as an infrastructuring measure for CoP [30], helping them
to deﬁne their own ecosystem by a wide choice of alternatives compatible to each
other. For learning purposes the environment can be augmented with gamiﬁcation [31,32].

3

Concept

We describe a possible learning scenario to illustrate our idea. A community of
medical doctors is recording manipulative actions for diagnostics with a complicated ultrasound device using diﬀerent wearable devices like an electromyographic (EMG) sensor (Myo) and a Microsoft HoloLens. The idea to record this
data is that some doctors received training with this speciﬁc device while other
doctors are knowing ultrasound diagnostics, but did not receive training for this
speciﬁc ultrasound device. However, in a community of practice, newcomers learn
from experts by observation and imitation. Consequently, recording of experts
and non-experts for this speciﬁc device are made. These recordings are stored
in the community speciﬁc repository of the community, e.g. the private learning
record store of an ambulance center. In this sense, the data is belonging to the
community of medical doctors and the data is not necessarily leaving the center. Modeling of activities and workplaces are typically activities where medical
doctors do not receive much training. The idea here is to include modeling and
content creation specialists from companies specialized on these tasks. They will
deliver the necessary knowledge and training for the medical doctors, similar to
the training with the ultrasound device. After receiving initial training, the doctors select analytic tools and visualization methods from a repository of possible
templates in a collaborative online editor. Together, they can adjust the analytics
1

See https://learninglocker.net.
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and visualization process to their needs. They decide to use the stored learning
traces as input for a privacy preserving machine learning algorithm extracting
learning progress of less experienced medical doctors compared to expert users
of the ultrasound device. In a training session, the medical doctors use an augmented reality head mounted device to recognize their activities and to display
collaboratively selected information for additional training support in the view
ﬁeld of the device.
In a critical assessment of the scenario, it is fair to say, that we are not even
close to its full operationalization. While training on devices through specialists
for medical doctors is a proﬁtable after-sales business and the idea that procedural medical knowledge can be shared among a community of practice is quite
common in medical education, bringing together the two ideas may take some
time. One challenge is the time needed for sharing practices on the job. Specialists in diagnosis with expensive devices may be very busy, too busy to spend
time on sharing knowledge. More mature technical support may decrease the
time needed for recording learning materials and re-purpose them for training,
but still there is a lot of informal learning taking place around the recording and
training sessions.
We need to implement several tools in our conceptual architecture.
– The recorder is consisting of the ARLEM editor, the sensor fusion framework and the activity/gesture recognition modules. The recorder processes the
recorded data via the sensor fusion framework into sequences of human/robot
activities and/or gestures.
– The player is an application that resides on the augmented reality device,
in our case the MS HoloLens. The player uses the sensor fusion framework
and the according modules to predict activities and gestures based on the
available training data.
In Fig. 3 we can see an example for a fusion task. The abbreviations are according
to Dasarathy’s functional model [33].

Fig. 3. Fusion task
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The Social Web Environment for Visual Analytics (SWEVA) [34,35] is a
collaborative environment for CoP to deﬁne tasks as described above in a collaborative and visual manner. It empowers all community members to realize
their analytical requirements themselves, by using a toolset of ready-made modules for data gathering and processing. In a collaborative Web application, end
users work together with developers to deﬁne data sources, aggregation and preprocessing steps, as well as to select a suitable visualization means. The resulting
visualizations are highly interactive with respect to deﬁnable input parameters.
They can be exported to arbitrary third-party websites running on desktop,
mobile and mixed reality browsers.

4

Implementation

We implemented parts of the conceptual architecture in several EU-funded
projects, also with the help of computer science students. The recorder is using
an editor allowing the user to add sensors (e.g. Myo as an electromyographic
(EMG) sensor, Bluetooth RFComm, Bluetooth Light Energy (BLE), Micro::bit,
Microsoft Kinect, Microsoft HoloLens) as resources to a MQTT node by means
of the open source library M2Mqtt. The ARLEM editor is implemented with the
help of RESTful services as a node.js application with a MySQL database to store
the descriptions and a single-page Web application as its frontend. The multisensor fusion framework is written in C#. It has many conﬁguration parameters and is easy to extend. The player is based on the MixedRealityToolkit from
Microsoft using Unity. The source code is open source and managed on GitHub2 .
At the moment, the environment is not able to describe, store or analyze humanhuman or human-robot collaboration use cases. A collaborative research proposal
has been already submitted. In a special case, we recorded interaction between
a robot and a human using a special robot model for an emergency shutdown
system of the robot.
Figure 4 shows the visualization of a human-robot interaction in SWEVA.
Here, we see a robot (shown in blue) working together with a human (in red)
for layering textile ﬁbre composites. The goal of this visualization is to show
possibly harmful situations where a robot arm is colliding with a human. These
situations are a real threat in all industries, where human-robot collaboration
is happening; therefore there exists a long rat’s tail of standards and other legislative regulations. The original sensor data is coming from a Microsoft Kinect
device that detects human movements. We bring it together with machine data
from the industrial robot. In SWEVA we designed the visualization of the process that forces the machine to stop in real-time, every time there is a risk of
collision. The 3D output is accessible from every Web browser, as it is relying
on state-of-the-art Web 3D technologies.

2

See https://github.com/rwth-acis/kanect.
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Fig. 4. SWEVA visualization of human-robot interaction at a production site (Color
ﬁgure online)

5

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a comprehensive approach to enable collaborative immersive
community analytics in wearable enhanced learning. Starting from the idea that
learning analytics at the workplace is conceptually diﬀerent from traditional
learning analytics we incorporated practice theories under the assumption of a
digital transformation of their methodological foundations, i.e. digital ethnography. As a second major point we introduced the idea that feedback is best
delivered in an immersive manner while doing training and not afterwards. As a
third line of argumentation, we discussed that the necessary collaborative processes are best situated in a community of practice.
Large portions of the concept have been realized in diﬀerent EU projects
but not yet fully integrated. A fully functional prototype will be ready soon for
further testing and evaluation in realistic learning scenarios.
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